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The Definitive Guide to Grails 2009-02-19 the rise of ruby on rails has signified a huge shift in how we
build web applications today it is a fantastic framework with a growing community there is however space
for another such framework that integrates seamlessly with java thousands of companies have invested in
java and these same companies are losing out on the benefits of a rails like framework enter grails grails
is not just a rails clone it aims to provide a rails like environment that is more familiar to java
developers and employs idioms that java developers are comfortable using making the adjustment in mentality
to a dynamic framework less of a jump the concepts within grails like interceptors tag libs and groovy
server pages gsp make those in the java community feel right at home grails foundation is on solid open
source technologies such as spring hibernate and sitemesh which gives it even more potential in the java
space spring provides powerful inversion of control and mvc hibernate brings a stable mature object
relational mapping technology with the ability to integrate with legacy systems and sitemesh handles
flexible layout control and page decoration grails complements these with additional features that take
advantage of the coding by convention paradigm such as dynamic tag libraries grails object relational
mapping groovy server pages and scaffolding graeme rocher grails lead and founder and jeff brown bring you
completely up to date with their authoritative and fully comprehensive guide to the grails framework you ll
get to know all the core features services and grails extensions via plug ins and understand the roles that
groovy and grails are playing in the changing
The Definitive Guide to Grails 2 2013-02-03 grails is a full stack framework which aims to greatly simplify
the task of building serious web applications for the jvm the concepts within grails like interceptors tag
libs and groovy server pages gsp make those in the java community feel right at home grails foundation is
on solid open source technologies such as spring hibernate and sitemesh which gives it even more potential
in the java space spring provides powerful inversion of control and mvc hibernate brings a stable mature
object relational mapping technology with the ability to integrate with legacy systems and sitemesh handles
flexible layout control and page decoration grails complements these with additional features that take
advantage of the coding by convention paradigm such as dynamic tag libraries grails object relational
mapping groovy server pages and scaffolding graeme rocher grails lead and founder and jeff brown bring you
completely up to date with their authoritative and fully comprehensive guide to the grails 2 framework you
ll get to know all the core features services and grails extensions via plug ins and understand the roles
that groovy and grails are playing in the changing
The Definitive Guide to Grails 2008-11-01 the rise of ruby on rails has signified a huge shift in how we
build web applications today it is a fantastic framework with a growing community there is however space
for another such framework that integrates seamlessly with java thousands of companies have invested in
java and these same companies are losing out on the benefits of a rails like framework enter grails grails
is not just a rails clone it aims to provide a rails like environment that is more familiar to java
developers and employs idioms that java developers are comfortable using making the adjustment in mentality
to a dynamic framework less of a jump the concepts within grails like interceptors tag libs and groovy
server pages gsp make those in the java community feel right at home grails foundation is on solid open
source technologies such as spring hibernate and sitemesh which gives it even more potential in the java
space spring provides powerful inversion of control and mvc hibernate brings a stable mature object
relational mapping technology with the ability to integrate with legacy systems and sitemesh handles
flexible layout control and page decoration grails complements these with additional features that take
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advantage of the coding by convention paradigm such as dynamic tag libraries grails object relational
mapping groovy server pages and scaffolding graeme rocher grails lead and founder and jeff brown bring you
completely up to date with their authoritative and fully comprehensive guide to the grails framework you ll
get to know all the core features services and grails extensions via plug ins and understand the roles that
groovy and grails are playing in the changing
Beginning Java EE 6 GlassFish 3で始めるエンタープライズJava 2013-10-18 �������������������java������� java ee 6� ������
������������������������������������ �������������������� ������������������ ��������������� ���� java ee 6
��������� ��������������������� ���������������������� glassfish 3 ���� web�������������������������������
�� java ee 6������������������������������ ���java����������� ������������java���������������� ������������
���������� ���������������� ����������������������������������� ����������� ���������� ��������� ����������
������������������ ������������ ���
Grails 1.2 2010 published with the developer in mind firstpress technical briefs explore emerging
technologies that have the potential to be critical for tomorrow s industry apress keeps developers one
step ahead by presenting key information as early as possible in a pdf of 150 pages or less explore the
future through apress with spring persistence a running start this firstpress title gets readers rolling
with the various fundamental spring framework java persistence concepts and offerings as well as proven
design patterns for integrating spring persistence functionality for complex and transaction based
enterprise java applications the java platform offers several options for saving long lived information
including jpa java persistence api hibernate ibatis jdbc and even jcr java content repository a standard
for interfacing with a content management system this book helps readers decide which persistence solution
is the most ideal for their application requirements and shows how spring can be leveraged to simplify the
integration of their selected persistence framework into their enterprise application
Spring Persistence -- A Running Start 2009-03-27 java enterprise edition java ee continues to be one of the
leading java technologies and platforms beginning java ee 7 is the first tutorial book on java ee 7 step by
step and easy to follow this book describes many of the java ee 7 specifications and reference
implementations and shows them in action using practical examples this definitive book also uses the newest
version of glassfish to deploy and administer the code examples written by an expert member of the java ee
specification request and review board in the java community process jcp this book contains the best
information possible from an expert s perspective on enterprise java technologies
GroovyMag November 2008 2013-08-19 java enterprise edition java ee continues to be one of the leading java
technologies and platforms from oracle previously sun beginning java ee 6 platform with glassfish 3 second
edition is this first tutorial book on the final version of the java ee 6 platform step by step and easy to
follow this book describes many of the java ee 6 specifications and reference implementations and shows
them in action using practical examples this book uses the new version of glassfish 3 to deploy and
administer the code examples written by an expert member of the java ee 6 specification request and review
board in the java community process jcp this book contains the best information possible from an expert s
perspective on enterprise java technologies
Beginning Java EE 7 2010-09-20 summary making java groovy is a practical handbook for developers who want
to blend groovy into their day to day work with java it starts by introducing the key differences between
java and groovy and how you can use them to your advantage then it guides you step by step through
realistic development challenges from web applications to web services to desktop applications and shows
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how groovy makes them easier to put into production about this book you don t need the full force of java
when you re writing a build script a simple system utility or a lightweight web app but that s where groovy
shines brightest this elegant jvm based dynamic language extends and simplifies java so you can concentrate
on the task at hand instead of managing minute details and unnecessary complexity making java groov is a
practical guide for developers who want to benefit from groovy in their work with java it starts by
introducing the key differences between java and groovy and how to use them to your advantage then you ll
focus on the situations you face every day like consuming and creating restful web services working with
databases and using the spring framework you ll also explore the great groovy tools for build processes
testing and deployment and learn how to write groovy based domain specific languages that simplify java
development written for developers familiar with java no groovy experience required purchase of the print
book includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and epub formats from manning publications what s inside easier
java closures builders and metaprogramming gradle for builds spock for testing groovy frameworks like
grails and griffon about the author ken kousen is an independent consultant and trainer specializing in
spring hibernate groovy and grails table of contents part 1 up to speed with groovy why add groovy to java
groovy by example code level integration using groovy features in java part 2 groovy tools build processes
testing groovy and java projects part 3 groovy in the real world the spring framework database access
restful web services building and testing web applications
Beginning Java EE 6 with GlassFish 3 2013-09-18 dig deeper into grails architecture and discover how this
application framework works its magic written by a core developer on the grails team this practical guide
takes you behind the curtain to reveal the inner workings of its 2 0 feature set you ll learn best
practices for building and deploying grails applications including performance security scaling tuning
debugging and monitoring understand how grails integrates with groovy spring hibernate and other jvm
technologies and learn how to create and use plugins to augment your application s functionality once you
know how grails adds behavior by convention you can solve problems more easily and develop applications
more intuitively write simpler more powerful code with the groovy language manage persistence in grails
using hibernate or a nosql datastore learn how grails uses spring s functionality and optional modules
discover how hibernate handles details for storing and retrieving data integrate technologies for messaging
mail creating web services and other jee technologies bypass convention and configure grails manually learn
a general approach to upgrading applications and plugins use grails to develop and deploy iaas and paas
applications
Making Java Groovy 2013-04-23 grails is a full stack web development framework that enables you to build
complete web applications in a fraction of the time and with less code than other frameworks grails uses
the principle of convention over configuration and the dynamic groovy programming language this revised and
updated new edition shows you how to use grails by iteratively building a unique working application by the
time you re done you ll have built and deployed a real functioning website using this hands on pragmatic
approach you ll explore topics such as ajax in grails custom tags and plugins you ll dig into grails
powerful view technology groovy server pages and see how you can easily leverage the help offered by
scaffolding to create custom user interfaces faster than you would have thought possible along the way you
ll learn about domain classes controllers and gsp views and you ll see how grails enables you to use
powerful frameworks such as spring and hibernate with grails you can get a lot done with little effort with
this book you ll get a lot done as well get started with grails today what you need grails 2 will run on
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any machine that supports java grails applications can be deployed on any java servlet container including
tomcat jetty weblogic jboss and websphere
Programming Grails 2013-12-12 development is still one of today s most popular active and important
programming and development activities from a single web page to an e commerce enabled web site to a fully
fledged web application the java programming language and its frameworks allow you great flexibility and
productivity for your web application development learn java for development teaches web developers who are
new to java key skills java based languages and frameworks to build simple or complex web sites and
applications as soon as you pick up this book vishal layka s experience guides you on a very practical
learning and building journey you will learn the java nuts and bolts necessary to build a simple helloworld
java native application as well as a helloworld java based web application example that utilizes servlets
and java server pages jsps over the course of the book you ll learn more about servlets and jsps and delve
into java server faces jsfs and the expression language found in each of these by applying them in a real
world case study a book store e commerce application then you ll build your web application using apache
struts2 and the spring mvc framework the book concludes by exploring the web application that you ve built
and examining industry best practices and how these might fit with your application as well as covering
alternative java frameworks like groovy grails and scala play 2 you also can explore the basics of java
groovy and scala in the book s appendices while reading this book you ll see all this in action and you can
use it as a starting point for further java web development study and experiment with the many source code
examples and later apply them to your own web application building endeavors and 2 00 am challenges
Grails 2: A Quick-Start Guide 2014-03-05 a guide to the groovy programming language covers such topics as
shell scripting dynamic programming grails gdk and xml
Learn Java for Web Development 2007 most developers would agree that writing automated tests is a good idea
but writing good well structured tests is still an elusive skill for many for java and groovy developers
however there s good news this practical guide shows you how to write concise and highly readable tests
with spock the most innovative testing and specification framework for the jvm since junit author rob
fletcher takes you from spock basics to advanced topics using fully worked integration examples through the
course of this book you ll build a simple web application squawker that allows users to post short messages
you ll discover how much easier it is to write automated tests with spock s straightforward and expressive
language start by learning how to write simple unit tests understand the lifecycle of spock specifications
and feature methods dive into interaction testing using spock s intuitive syntax for dealing with mocks and
stubs learn about parameterized tests writing feature methods that run for multiple sets of data move into
advanced topics such as writing idiomatic spock code and driving parameterized tests with file or database
input learn how everything works together in a standalone fully worked test driven development example
Groovy in Action 2017-05-08 frameworks are playing a major role in the creation of today s most compelling
web applications because they automate many of the tedious tasks allowing developers to instead focus on
providing users with creative and powerful features java developers have been particularly fortunate in
this area having been able to take advantage of grails an open source framework that supercharges
productivity when building java driven web sites grails is based on groovy which is a very popular and
growing dynamic scripting language for java developers and was inspired by python ruby and smalltalk
beginning groovy and grails is the first introductory book on the groovy language and its primary web
framework grails this book gets you started with groovy and grails and culminates in the example and
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possible application of some real world projects you follow along with the development of each project
implementing and running each application while learning new features along the way
Spock: Up and Running 2008-09-22 summary griffon in action is a comprehensive tutorial written for java
developers who want a more productive approach to ui development after a quick groovy tutorial you ll
immediately dive into griffon and start building examples that explore its high productivity approach to
swing development about the technology you can think of griffon as grails for the desktop it is a groovy
driven ui framework for the jvm that wraps and radically simplifies swing its declarative style and
approachable abstractions are instantly familiar to developers using grails or javafx about the book
griffon in action gets you going quickly griffon s convention over configuration approach requires minimal
code to get an app off the ground so you can start seeing results immediately you ll learn how swingbuilder
and other griffon builders provide a coherent dsl driven development experience along the way you ll
explore best practices for structure architecture and lifecycle of a java desktop application written for
java developers no experience with groovy grails or swing is required purchase of the print book comes with
an offer of a free pdf epub and kindle ebook from manning also available is all code from the book what s
inside griffon from the ground up full compatibility with griffon 1 0 using swingbuilder and the other
builders practical real world examples just enough groovy table of contents part 1 getting started welcome
to the griffon revolution a closer look at griffon part 2 essential griffon models and binding creating a
view understanding controllers and services understanding mvc groups multithreaded applications listening
to notifications testing your application ship it working with plugins enhanced looks griffon in front
grails in the back productivity tools
Beginning Groovy and Grails 2012-06-03 groovy������ �����������������grails������������ ����������������� �
� ���������������������
Griffon in Action 2008-09 containing 27 000 entries and over 6 000 new entries the online edition of the
encyclopedia of popular music includes 50 more material than the third edition featuring a broad musical
scope covering popular music of all genres and periods from 1900 to the present day including jazz country
folk rap reggae techno musicals and world music the encyclopedia also offers thousands of additional
entries covering popular music genres trends styles record labels venues and music festivals key dates
biographies and further reading are provided for artists covered along with complete discographies that
include record labels release dates and a 5 star album rating system
Groovyイン・アクション 1995 no marketing blurb
���������� 2006 ������������������ ����������������������� ������������ �����������������������������������
� ������������������������� ��� �������������� � � ����������������������������
The Encyclopedia of Popular Music: Selected Albums. Bibliographies 1949 html5 canvas��������
World Premieres 2003-11-01 �� ��������������� ���� ����������������������� �� ����� ��������������������� �
�� �������������������� ������������� ������������������������� ���������� ��� ������� ���������������
BFI Film and Television Handbook 2004 2005 perl����������������
Commonwealth Universities Yearbook 1990 ������������������������� ������ ���������� ��������� ����������� �
����������� �������������� ����������� ����� ���� ���������������
World Premières 1978 ����������������
British National Film & Video Catalogue 1965
Cassette Books 1992
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